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The coupled equations tor the re-

sonant interaction between three wa-

ves in inhomogeneous plasmas are stu-

died to include the effects of finit-

enees of the ion Larmor radius(FLR).

1. Introduction

The general expression for the

coupling coefficients for wave-wave

interaction in the case of an iaotro-

pic pressure term in MHD or kinetic

equations has previously been calcu-

lated [l]. The effects of the FLR on

plasma instabilities have received

increased attention during recent

years [2-4], but the nonlinear mode

coupling has not been studied in a

fluid model of the plasma in the pre-

sence of gyroviscosity. Our purpose

in the present paper is to use the

theory of coupled modes in order to

derive the coupling coefficients for

the resonant interaction between

three waves in a plasma with the

•tress tensor determined by Flit.

2* Basic plasma equations

We start by considering the ma-

croecopic anieotropic fluid equations

for the ion-electron plasma[5-7]which
w« write in the form
Oo/3t) • V.(ov) - 0, (1)

$

where ve=v-(l/jione)Vx:6 is the electron

fluid velocity, p is the mass density,

v is the fluid velocity, P=pl+t ie th*

plasma pressure tensor, B=Boez+b is

the magnetic induction, n is the elec-

tron number density and 6 is the sca-

lar conductivity^]. The FLR contribu-

tion to the stress tensor has compo-

nents t.

txz = tzx

FLR viscosity coefficient (gyrovia-

coaityfe]) which corresponds to the

taking into account of the so-called

coll.lsionleas viscosity of ions and

their- inertia, S3ar=3vx/3y+3v/3x end

For T e« theVx -dv^dy-bvу/Эх
electron Larmor radius ia much leas

than that of ion end thus, in the fol-

lowing, we consider that the electron

guiding center coincides with the

electron itself.

5. Nonlinear perturbation eouation

If we assume a flute type pertur-

bation the wave propagation can be

described by the equations

(Эу/ОЧ) + V.(?o*) - -v4ov), (5)
2 ( S ) e

0

U/pHdp/dt)=<Vo)<do/dt), (4) -Í
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0 y | [ ! ( ] , (7)
vhere X=~n^áxio/áx is the density

gradient, Cg=Xp /p 0 and n=l/pQ6.

Eqs. (5)-(7) have been written in

a form where all second order terms

have been collected on ite right hand

side. Although some terms from these

eqs. are known we found them necessa-

ry to write cut explioitely here, as

they indicate how FLR effects influ-

ence the linear and nonlinear analy-

sis» We will assume a perturbation of

the form 4> T = ( o> v
x>

v
y»V "„

that is the wave amplitudes have a

small temporal variation due to the

nonlinear interaction between the

waves. Eqs. (5)-(7) can be written

in the condensed form

[í(iw+ §£> + L}f=N(<f), (9)
where L is a 4*4 matrix corresponding

to the linear terms and NOf) is a 4*1

matrix containing the nonlinear terma.

4. Linear analysis

Within a linear analysis, one

neglects the rhs of (5)-(7) and^then

considers waves of the form
 в
1<**-«*)

where <•> and к are related to each other

by means of the dispersion relation

det LSojw'+di-ajefljk)«2+ [v>2k2feá-p)-

^ ^ -f) -

0 |

where R=R=ink +k
у ci pi' Г х

and 5=*-ik
x
. Wo define a "linear"

normal mode by[9]

(11)

1/4 = 0. (12)

From eqe.(5)-(7) and (12) we obtain

> }
аз)

where о<.=им-н,

A solution of the linear theory, L*f=O,

in terms of the amplitude of the mag-

netic field perturbation is given by
2 2

(14)

-»v
2
k

2
, E y y

-V
L
k

2
6,

 V
| = ( B Q / P

0
P

0
) . For the sake of

simplicity in notation we have omitted

the subscripts Jc(e.g. <*•=<(£) which re-

fer to Fourier components. Prom eqs.

(ll),(13)and(14) the normal modeVis

3 1 + l)b , (15)

is a solution of the eq.

where F=(A/c2)+BD-K!E. This normal mode

is essential for our nonlinear calcu-

lations. The dispersion relation (10),

for some special situations of inte-

rest (uniform plasms, wave propagation

in the direction of the nonuniformity,

infinite conductivity) was solved nu-

merically by means of our program

which uses the routines CPQR and CBNDZ

from Sandia Mathematical Subroutine

Library [lO]. We prefer this program

instead of other methods (Newton dia-

gram technique [б] or Cardano method[llj)

because, by this way, the complex

frequency as a function of real wave-

number к is more exactly determined.

5. Non-linear analysis

From eqs. (9), (11) and (12) we

obtain the nonlinear equation for "a"

|| + iwa =«f
T
N(if). (16)

Let из nsaume that a plaama with
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ÍLR ie excited by a pump wave

(17)

which, tor regions with р
о
гconst, can

be a background for the parametric

amplification of shear Alfvén wave [1]].

Further, we consider that two modes,

1 and 3, are propagating in the plas-

ma at frequencies ox. and <o2 and wave

numbers kly and k2x. The amplitude of

the pump mode 2 is larger than the

others and ie not disturbed. Assume

that the relation between the wave

numbers is к
1

х

+ к
2х

+ 1 с
Зх

Е О
"
 T n e m a t r l x

<f can then be written as

Substituting eq. (18) into the rhs

of eq.(16) and neglecting the nonre-

aonant terms we obtain the following

mode-coupling equations

w
i jk

(19)

after having made use of eqe.(14) and

(15). (i|j,k) ii a permutation of

(1,2,3) and \s\z- The coupling

coefficients C. .. can be written as

(20)

Since the mode kg ie highly populated

so thnt |b
2
j»|b.|, |b,| , from eq.(l9)

w<> obtain

b
2
(t)=K

2
exp(-iu>

2
t), K

2
«const.,

(21)

,+_• i»t

where b (t)=K (t)exp(-ico t), a=l,3 and
о а о

в=Л+о -но is the frequency mismatch.

It is now easy to study, by stan-

dard methods (see e.g. [13] »[l4J), the

growth rate and the threshold field

for various instabilities. An investi-

gation of these quantities requires

the calculation of the products of the

form
 C
^23

C
312* •

Гпе
У
 s r e

 presently

being studied in more detail.
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